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1. Introduction

The ongoing research in the computer communication and telecommunications fields suggests two emerging trends which are complementary to one another. First, as time goes on we will continue to witness communication networks which can support increasingly high data rates. For example, networks with data rates of a few hundred Mbps are being prototyped, and networks with data rates of a few Gbps are being planned. The future generation of internetwork, consisting of these high speed subnetworks, will be referred to as the very high speed internetwork (VHSI) [Pa89]. Second, a diverse application set having differing bandwidth, latency, and reliability requirements will have to be supported on the VHSI communication substrate. For example, video distribution, computer imaging, distributed scientific computation and visualisation, distributed file and procedure access, and multimedia conferencing are all target applications. These trends pose a number of new challenges and opportunities to the researchers in the field. One such challenge is how to support high performance interprocess communication (IPC) in this environment.

We argue that the existing approach of supporting IPC cannot deliver the underlying high bandwidth to newer and demanding applications because of a number of reasons: there is a lack of integration among host architecture, operating system, and communication protocols; there are numerous performance bottlenecks in the existing end-to-end protocols; and the shared memory paradigm is not well supported in a loosely coupled or network environment.

We propose a new communication architecture for distributed systems called Axon. The primary goal of the Axon architecture is to support a high performance data path delivering VHSI bandwidth directly to applications. The significant features of Axon are:

- An integrated design of host and network interface architecture, operating systems, and communication protocols. To serve the needs of high performance IPC, it is essential that the design and implementation of all of these areas are coordinated to minimise the overhead in their interaction.

- A network virtual storage facility which includes support for virtual shared memory on loosely coupled systems. This is accomplished by extending segmented, paged virtual storage management to allow segments to be addressed anywhere within the VHSI.
• A high performance, lightweight object transport facility which can be used by both message passing and shared memory mechanisms. Flow control is rate-based, and uses an underlying connection oriented internet substrate. Error control is decoupled from flow control, and to a great extent from end-to-end latencies, and specifically tailored to object transport.

• A pipelined network interface which can provide a path directly between the VHSI and host memory. This is accomplished by implementing critical protocol and operating system assist functions in hardware.

The Axon thesis\(^1\) is that an essential requirement for the support of high performance distributed IPC is to provide a direct channel for object transfer between the communicating processes. Thus, a pipeline is set up that directly connects the memory addressed by the applications, without intermediate buffering, data copying, or transfer of control. The proposed research consists of of the design of the Axon architecture to satisfy the Axon thesis, and of exploring the issues that arise in maintaining an application-to-application pipeline through the VHSI as data rates scale upward.

1.1. Organisation of this proposal

This proposal indicates weaknesses of current communications models applied to the VHSI environment, and describes a more suitable model for high performance communication. The Axon architecture is described, and a number of research issues are identified along with methodology to address them.

This proposal is organised as follows: Section 2 gives motivation for the investigation of high performance IPC, and summarises problems with current implementations. Section 3 provides background for further research by describing the Axon architecture at a high level. Section 4 discusses the issues that will be pursued in the proposed dissertation, narrowing the focus from the initial Axon research and design. The central theme is based on a high performance end-to-end IPC pipeline between applications. The current status of the research is indicated, along with a plan to complete the dissertation. Section 5 describes other related current and previous work, and Section 6 is the conclusion.

More detail on the Axon architecture can be found in the technical reports [StPa89a, StPa89b, StPa89c, St90]. Based on the information in the Axon overview section of this proposal (§3), details on NVS can be gotten from [StPa89b] §3–5, on ALT-P-OT from [StPa89c] §3–4, and on the host and network interface architecture from [St90] §4–6. An example of an Axon segment transfer is presented in [StPa89a] §3.6.

An overview of the Axon architecture is presented in [StPa89a]; there is substantial overlap in the motivation and Axon overview sections with this proposal. If [StPa89a] is read first, §2.3 and §4 of this proposal may be read in isolation without significant loss of content.

2. Motivation

We are witnessing a number of revolutionary changes to the communication substrate. At least a few orders of magnitude increase in communication bandwidth is imminent, giving rates on the order of 1–10 Gbps. This is also accompanied with improved functionality and lower error rates of the communication substrate. For example, emerging networks are designed to carry multiple

\(^1\)thesis is used in the sense of a hypothesis which will be assumed to be true, on which the proposed research is based
types of traffic: video, voice, and data, and designed to make performance guarantees based on their characteristics [PaTu89].

The scientific computation environment has also come a long way. There are a growing number of scientists in all disciplines solving bigger and more complex problems using computers, some of which are accessed remotely across a network (*e.g.* [Pe84, Pe84, KaSm87, Ni89]). Thus, the application set for the VHSI communication substrate includes application classes such as computer imaging, distributed scientific computation and visualisation, large distributed file and procedure access, and multimedia conferencing.

2.1. Target environment

Figure 1 depicts what we view as a typical future scientific and engineering computation environment [McDe87, Pa87, RaLa87, Kl88]. At the heart of this is a high bandwidth communication substrate (VHSI) which can support communication at rates of at least 1 Gbps, and provide performance guarantees in terms of throughput, delay, packet loss rate, and packet sequencing. The VHSI provides access to a number of large mass storage facilities. These facilities store data and images obtained from computation, such as simulations, finite element analysis, and molecular modeling, as well as from real-time data acquisition, such as from satellite telemetry and medical scanning. User applications can use and cause the generation of parts of this data during their execution.

Figure 1: Target Environment

In this scenario, users have high performance graphics workstations with compute engines (such as the Ardent Titan [DiIIa88] or Stellar GS1000/2000 [SpMo88, St88b]). These workstations include a bit mapped display (~2K×2K pixel), floating point processor(s) (10–100 Mflops), and a large fast memory (32-512 MB). In a local environment, the user will have access to modest parallel machines and mini-supercomputers (such as the Intel iPSC-2 [Ra85, In86a]) and to mainframe computers (such as a CDC Cyber 180/990 [Cdc84a, Cdc84b] and IBM 3090 [IBM86a, IBM86a]). The local
machines can be used to solve smaller problems or to perform trial runs of a bigger problem. Access to supercomputers (such as the Cray-2, ETA-10, or NEC SX [HFw87, HFw89]) and special purpose systems (such as simulation engines) will be provided across the VHSI.

An example computation might involve large modeling or simulation programs to be run on supercomputers and special purpose processors. Results may be accumulated on mass storage, or piped in a stream to the workstation as produced, allowing the progress to be viewed. The workstation takes raw output data, and performs visualisation computations to produce images. The local rendering of images allows for the user to examine the visualisation in real time, e.g. rotation of a 3-dimensional image, or variable speed playback of a time-varying animation. In another scenario, the user may want to view images generated directly by the supercomputer, or stored in an image database. Additionally, the user may wish to use the supercomputers in a time-shared mode, e.g. rerunning parts of simulations with differing parameters to render new images. This demands very low latency (ideally sub-second). The important points to note about this type of application environment are the following:

- An application is programmed as one distributed program which uses remote procedure calls, shared memory segments, streams of data, and/or message passing primitives for communication.

- Application communication needs are bursty, and the bursts require large amounts (megabytes) of data to be moved across the network.

- Applications require the interactive use of the resources across the network, to allow the control and modification of the computations, which requires the blocks of data to be delivered with low latency (sub-second). This coupled with the size of the data demands very high bandwidth (≥1 Gbps).

- Both ends of communication may have to do processing of the data, allowing local processing of data and real-time image interaction, in addition to the remote data access and processing.

- Communication processing overhead must be minimised to provide low latencies at high bandwidth.

- As processor speed and network bandwidth increase, end-to-end latency is an increasingly dominant factor, affecting the performance of communicating processes and the policy and performance tradeoffs in system design.

2.2. Limitations of the existing model

These characteristics of communication pose a number of challenges to the designers of host interfaces. Over the past few years significant progress has been made in the fields of communications and computer architecture. Specifically, the communication networks are able to move increasingly large amounts data from one place to another at high bandwidths and with low latency. Similarly, computers can process data increasingly fast, and even support interactive visualisation. The major bottleneck, however, remains at the host–network interfaces. The ability to deliver high bandwidth communications to applications has not kept pace with other developments. For example, even on a high performance graphics workstations, current IPC implementations achieve throughputs of no more than a few Mbps.

The problems with existing architectures can be explained as follows: At the user level, processes communicate either by shared variables or by passing messages. At the system level, the two corresponding paradigms are shared memory and message passing. The shared memory mechanism
is supported on tightly coupled systems with shared physical memory. Shared memory is not directly supported across a network, and must be mapped onto message passing at the system level. Message passing is supported on both tightly and loosely coupled systems. The support for message passing on tightly coupled systems is provided by reading and writing messages to shared physical memory, or by sending and receiving messages using queues or buffers. The support for message passing across a network typically consists of a stack of network protocols and mechanisms to treat the network as an I/O device, as shown in Figure 2a. The problems with this approach are the following:

Architectural: There is a lack of integration of hardware, operating system, and communication protocols. This results in considerable inefficiency and complexity for several reasons. The functionality of operating system and communications system components are not optimised for one another, thus the interaction and interfaces between them is inefficient and complex. There is a lack of correspondence between network and host data objects (e.g. packets and pages), and therefore inefficient synchronisation between components (e.g. per packet processing and page fault handling). This results in unnecessary control transfer, data buffering and reformatting.

The network interface is treated like an I/O device, and therefore, the per packet processing involves servicing interrupts, context switches, and data copying to protocol and I/O buffers. Furthermore, since I/O processors are designed to handle a wide diversity of I/O devices, ranging from slow character and unit record devices to high speed mass storage, I/O processors are not designed to perform optimally for VHST type communications. In addition, the data stream is subject to the delays of both the I/O processors and network interface.

There is no way to directly use the shared variables paradigm for IPC across a wide area network, which leads to performance compromises for applications naturally suited for data sharing.

Transport protocols: Many existing and proposed transport protocols are general purpose, and are not designed to perform well for various classes of demanding applications.

General purpose error and flow control schemes are used which are complex to implement in hardware, and which do not exploit the improved functionality of the newer high speed networks.
End-to-end flow control schemes, such as the sliding window and variants, are unable to control the exact rate of transmission, due to interaction with error control.

Congestion control is prone to instability due to inaccurate estimates of end-to-end latency and lost packets, and other system interactions.

Flow and congestion control mechanisms are less able to respond to changing network conditions as data rates increase, i.e. by the time adjustments are made, the conditions that induced the adjustment may have drastically changed.

Network interface: Communication is handled through front end network interface or communication processors, which are stored-program processors that manipulate packets in a store-and-forward manner, resulting in latency due to their programmed operation and buffering of data. The network interface must also communicate with the host system using the standard I/O interface, which is not optimised for high speed communication (as mentioned above in the context of host architecture), resulting in an interface to the host not well suited for very high performance communication.

2.3. A model for high performance communication

A new host communications architecture is proposed, called Axon, to address the problems outlined above, and meet the requirements of high performance applications. The critical aspect of the Axon architecture involves providing an end-to-end data path between distributed processes with the characteristics of high bandwidth (sustained data rates of at least 1 Gbps), low latency, and the required functionality for communications across the VHSI. This requires that the data path be pipelined to a fine granularity (bit/byte level rather than packet level store-and-forward). This section will develop a model for high performance communication in an incremental manner, starting with a simple pipeline model, and indicating the difficulties in providing this end-to-end path. Then, a realistic model for pipelined communications will be developed that will be the basis for the Axon architecture presented in Section 3.

Simple pipeline model. An extremely primitive model is depicted in Figure 3. In this case, processes execute on CPUs with their code and data in a dual ported VRAM type memory, using the conventional random access ports. To communicate across the VHSI, data is shifted through the serial ports. As long as the serial ports are capable of shifting data at VHSI rates, the end-to-end pipeline has been established.

![Figure 3: Simple Pipeline Model](image-url)

Note that it is also important for the VHSI to provide the path internally to support the end-to-end pipeline, but for purposes of this research, the VHSI will be treated as a pipeline whose
characteristics can be described by a set of parameters to reflect its performance. This simple model suffers from a number of limitations when applied to a realistic setting:

- The path between VRAM modules through the VHSI has considerably higher latency than in the local environment, and with a non-uniform distribution. In a tightly coupled environment, the smaller uniform latency can be easily dealt with. Across an internetwork, the need for end-to-end flow control arises, resulting from internal network congestion and rate control, and the lack of clock synchronisation at the ends.

- Related to this is the presence of errors in data transmission, resulting from bit errors, and packet loss, duplication, and misordering. Some internetwork paths may have higher error probabilities, which the application may want to trade for performance and cost. These are the standard arguments for the need for transport level protocols, relating to conditions not present in a tightly coupled environment. Even though the underlying internetwork and protocols will provide a quasi-reliable connection [StBu83c], the requirements for flow and error control cannot simply be ignored.

- The objects to be communicated must be mapped into the application name (or address) space. In the case of the transmitting end, it may be reasonable to expect the application to be aware of the object binding to a range of real store locations to be transmitted serially out the VRAM. On the receiving end, however, the mapping is much more difficult. The receiving VRAM must accept all data presented to it at the prevailing data rate, and the application must decide where objects reside to perform the required binding. In addition to the performance implications of this, allowing processes to arbitrarily examine incoming data is not desirable from a security and privacy perspective. Since the end-to-end pipe must place data objects directly into the receiving process address space without the overhead of a store-and-forward operations, providing known buffer areas for incoming data is an unacceptable solution.

This motivates the need for system level (host hardware and operating system) assistance in the symbol binding and address mapping. Since this requirement is similar to the motivation for providing virtual storage mechanisms, a good solution is to extend these mechanisms to include objects transported across the network. In addition to mapping remote objects for the application, this provides address space isolation between processes (unless sharing is explicitly desired). Note that some form of mapping is necessary regardless of the IPC paradigm in use. In the case of message passing IPC, the message buffers/queues are mapped into the process address space. In the case of shared variable IPC, objects (segments) are mapped into virtual address spaces as if a tightly coupled shared memory were available.

- The requirements for a transport protocol and mapping mechanism mentioned above require the appropriate system level support. Clearly, to support data rates above 1 Gbps, much of this support must reside in hardware. This includes the entire data path from the network interface to the host memory, as well as the routine control functions to support the pipelined data transport. This is referred to as the critical path. Thus, an interface is needed between the memory and the network. The network connection to host memory is part of the critical path, and requires network interface hardware to implement parts of the transport protocol and assist in the object mapping (as well as other desirable functions such as encryption).

Axon pipelined communications model. By building upon the simple pipelined model, and providing the required functionality motivated by its limitations, a realistic model for end-to-end data transport can be constructed. This is referred to as the Axon pipelined communications model, and is presented in Figure 4.
The CPUs access a CMM (communications memory module), which is similar in design to a VRAM. The symbolic namespace to virtual address to real address bindings are performed by the NVS (network virtual storage) mechanisms. The transport protocol is implemented as an ALTP (application-oriented lightweight transport protocol), which is specifically designed to have its critical path implemented in hardware, and is particularly oriented toward the end-to-end transfer of objects for IPC. The CMP (communications processor) is the network interface, implementing the required ALTP critical path and NVS assists. In the Axon pipeline model, the CMP consists of datapath (CMP\(_d\)) and control (CMP\(_c\)) functions. Thus the end-to-end data pipeline in the Axon architectural model consists of:

\[
\text{CMM} \rightarrow\text{CMP\(_d\)} \rightarrow \text{VHSI} \rightarrow\text{CMP\(_d\)} \rightarrow \text{CMM}
\]

It should be evident that the Axon pipelined communications model requires significant changes to existing operating systems, communications protocols, and host–network interfaces. The Axon architecture incorporates the necessary changes. The next section will present an overview of the Axon architecture as a whole. Then this proposal will focus on exploring the architectural requirements and performance tradeoffs in support of the Axon pipelined communications model.

3. Overview of the Axon Architecture

The Axon architecture provides the support for efficient, high performance (high bandwidth, low latency) IPC across an end-to-end pipeline through the VHSI. This is done by providing an object transport facility (ALTP–OT), which is used by the NVS (network virtual storage) subsystem and network message passing (NMP) interface. This is illustrated in Figure 2b.

This section provides an introduction to the Axon architecture, providing background on the research that has been done to date, and setting the stage for the central research issues to be discussed in Section 4. Axon is described in greater detail in technical reports [StPa89b, StPa89c, St90]. First, IPC primitives are discussed within the framework of the VHSI environment. Then, a brief description is presented of significant Axon architectural components. An example of the interaction of these components is given by describing the transport of a segment object across the VHSI in [StPa89a] §3.5.
3.1. IPC in the Axon architecture

IPC is supported as either a shared variable or message passing paradigm. Shared variable IPC is characterised by the use of read/write \((r, w)\) primitives to shared data structures. Message passing IPC is characterised by the use of send/receive \((s, r)\) primitives, and requires explicit message synchronisation by the programs communicating. A generalised remote procedure call (GRPC) is supported, in which the location of the procedure, data, and execution are all arbitrary. Additionally, segment streaming is supported, which transports multiple segments at high bandwidth with no per-segment request overhead.

A logical view of the Axon protocol hierarchy is presented in Figure 5. It is important to note that this layered view is a logical view of functionality only, and does not imply that strict layering (in the ISO-OSI sense) is being adhered to.

![Axon Logical Protocol Hierarchy](image)

The shared memory mechanism for IPC across the VHSI is implemented by NVS (network virtual storage). This can be utilised by an application either by referencing segments that are non-local, through the facilities provided by GRPC (generalised remote procedure call), or by the use of segment streaming. GRPC and segment streaming are described in [StPa89b] §2.1.

Support for message passing IPC is provided by a network message passing interface (NMP), which provides the support for invocation of the appropriate message based transport protocol calls. The transport mechanism is supplied by an application-oriented lightweight transport protocol (ALTP) tailored for the class of applications using IPC object transfer; this type is ALTP-OT. ALTP-OT resides as a set of software modules in the host system, and as hardware in the CMP (communications processor). The underlying internet/network layer of function is provided by a multipoint congraim-oriented high-performance internet protocol (MCHIP) [Pa89, MaPa89], and network access protocols (NAP), which will be assumed to be present for the purpose of this proposal.

To provide support for IPC three major areas of the Axon architecture are involved: system level support for IPC (NVS and NMP), transport protocol support for the movement of objects involved in IPC (ALTP-OT), and the host hardware architecture and communications processor (CMP). Each of these will be summarised briefly to provide an introduction to the Axon architecture, and framework for remainder of this proposal.

3.2. System level IPC support and NVS

The system level support for the various application level IPC paradigms is provided by two components: NVS and NMP. NVS is the system level shared memory interface for shared variables, GRPC, and segment streaming. NMP is the system level message passing interface. NMP performs
a relatively straight-forward transformation of program (send, receive) primitives to corresponding transport protocol message-object transfer calls. Thus, the emphasis in this section will be on describing NVS.

NVS extends the typical virtual storage mechanisms to include systems throughout the VHSI. A segmented programming model is used, with underlying paging to facilitate storage management, in a manner based on the Multics operating system [Be72, Or72, MaDo74]. Details on segmented paged virtual storage are provided in [StPa89b] §3; this section only briefly discusses the NVS extensions.

NVS extensions allow the segments to be addressed when resident on a non-local host. This is accomplished by either including a host id. field in the virtual address (network virtual address), or the host id. in the segment descriptor table (SDT) entry (local virtual address). When a segment fault occurs for a nonlocal segment (indicated in the segment descriptor), the dynamic address translation facility invokes ALTP-OT to get a copy of the segment from the appropriate system.
When the segment is returned, the appropriate page and segment descriptor presence bits are set, so that program execution can resume with the normal fault recovery mechanisms. The address translation data structures are presented in Figure 6. Address pointers are represented by arrows on solid lines, the copying of data is represented by arrows with dashed lines.

The local storage management data structures are extended to allow the addressing of segments on other hosts. This is accomplished by adding a host id. field to the known segment table (KST), which holds the symbolic segment bindings. This is an index into the per process known host table (KHT), which holds the symbolic host name to address/path bindings. This binding is resolved by searching the host address table (HAT) for each host, which gets its binding by invoking an internet name server, using the host name database (HND). There are also tables to assist in n-way IPC using multipoint connections (not shown in Fig. 6). Depending on the method used for network-to-host object mapping, a packet presence bit vector may be in page descriptor table (PDT) entries.

NVS in Axon also involves extensions and additions to storage management policies. The replacement policy is affected as a result of pages from remote segments in the locality set, which requires redefinition of the working set to account for non-local segments. An entirely new policy, the remote placement policy, is used to determine where remote segments are placed while being used by the local system. These include real store (RS), auxiliary store (AS), a combination (RAS), or frame buffer (FB) placement, with a number of sub-policy options (swappable, nailed, etc). The NVS storage management policies are described in detail in [StPa89b] §§.

3.3. Transport protocol

At the transport level, applications using the VIHS are best supported by a set of simple ALTPS (application-oriented lightweight transport protocols) for various classes of applications. Key issues in the design of an ALT P are the implementation of critical functions in hardware, rate based flow control, application-oriented error control, and structured collections of packets.

ALT HS have their critical path functions implemented in VLSI hardware. The critical path consists of the data path, and routine control functions allowing data to flow at peak network rate, once a transport operation has been initiated. By optimising the critical path functions, and by processing multiple packets in a single transport level operation, the per packet processing can be performed in real time at the full sustained data rate. For the protocol to be efficiently implemented in hardware, the protocol, hardware design, and host operating system should be well integrated. ALT HS can be optimised to provide the kind of performance guarantees and functionality the specific applications need.

The ALT P type that will be investigated is designed to support IPC by the transfer of objects, with primary consideration in supporting NVS segments. This will be referred to as ALT P-OT. ALT P-OT uses rate based flow control, where the rate specification consists only of parameters important to IPC, and efficient error control streamlined to include only what is necessary for object transfer. The various error conditions are handled by ALT P-OT as follows: duplicate packets are discarded; corrupted packets are discarded with retransmission request; missing packets are detected by the expiration of a timer with retransmission request; packet sequence is ignored since the packets are placed directly in the proper location of the target store. Note that due to the orientation of ALT P-OT to this application, the handling of duplicate and out-of-sequence packets is considerably simpler and more efficient (avoiding sequence buffers) than would be the case for a general purpose transport protocol.

Information is transferred throughout the internetwork in packets. A structured group of packets corresponding to a single ALT P-OT semantic action is a super-packet, consisting of an initial control packet (which may also contain data), and optionally followed by data packets. Bits in the packet
header indicate whether the packet is control (MCHIP or ALTP) or data. ALTP-OT control packets require processing by the ALTP-OT logic in the CMP (communications processor), as well as by the host system hardware and OS. Data packets require considerably less processing, all of which can be done in real time by the CMP hardware. The significant point is that most of the usual per packet control processing is only performed per super-packet in Axon. In addition, since ALTP-OT is an integrated system program, it has direct access to the appropriate operating system facilities (via lightweight system calls) and data structures. The format of a data packet is presented in Figure 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MCHIP</th>
<th>connid</th>
<th>ALTP</th>
<th>reqid</th>
<th>segment (frame)</th>
<th>page (scanline)</th>
<th>pkt</th>
<th>data</th>
<th>checksum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>q</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: ALTP-OT Data Packet Format

Thus a structuring of the data that is recognised by ALTP-OT allows the per packet processing to be simplified to the extent that VLSI implementation is reasonable and efficient.

The ALTP-OT requests and operations include:

- Connection management: join-ipc, respecify-rate, leave-ipc, invalidate-segment
- Object receive: get-segment, acquire-segment, get-page, get-copy, get-stream, receive-message, retransmit-packets
- Object transmit: release-segment, release-page, remote-execute, send-copy, send-stream, send-message

ALTP-OT is described in detail in technical report [StPa89c], including arguments in favor of the choices made for error and rate control.

3.4. Host and network interface architecture

High performance computer systems typically consist of one or more central processors, which communicate with memory banks and I/O processors through an interconnection network. In addition, various caches may be present to utilize fine-grained locality, and perform speed-matching of data rates. Additionally, the memory system may consist of a multi-level hierarchy including extended memory, such as for virtual backing store. Two high-level host configurations are part of the Axon architecture, which give the CMP (communications processor) direct access to memory.

The first gives the CMP a relationship to the system similar to that of I/O processors, thus interfacing the CMP directly into the processor-memory interconnection network. This is referred to as interconnect interface architecture (IIA). The second, interfaces the CMPS to the back end of a special dual-ported CMM (communications memory module), which is referred to as memory interface architecture (MIA). In this case, the CMM has a conventional random access port which appears like any other memory bank to the processor-memory interconnect. The second port is a high speed serial access interface to the CMP. The design of the CMM is similar in concept to VRAM design. If all real storage is not CMM, the physical address space of the system must be partitioned between conventional and communications memory.

The Axon architecture interfaces the CMP directly to the processor or memory. On the network interface side, the CMP must be capable of receiving and transmitting packets at the full network data rate. On the host side, the CMP must either interface to the processor-memory interconnect,
or the CMM, depending on the host architecture (IIA or MIA, respectively). More details on Axon host architecture configurations are presented in [St90] §4.

The goals for the design of the CMP include the ability to perform critical path functions in real time, with no packet buffering, and the ability to incorporate the necessary function in VLSI. This may be realized by organizing the CMP as a pipeline, dynamically reconfigurable based on the ALTP type and options for a particular connection. The pipeline organization allows packets to be processed while moving at the VHSI interface data rates.
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**Figure 8: Communications Processor Implementation Model**

The CMP implementation model (Figure 8) consists of a set of datapath modules (DMs) $D = \{D_0, D_1, \ldots D_{N+1}\}$, and control modules (CMs) $C = \{C_1, C_2, \ldots C_M\}$. The DMs perform data manipulation and transformation on packets as they pass through the CMP. In general, each DM should be designed to perform its function without buffering a packet, except for the pipeline delay as the packet passes through. One of the CMs ($C_0$) is responsible for pipeline configuration and control.

A particular configuration of the pipe $C_t$, consists of a permuted sequence of data modules $d = (d_0, d_1, \ldots d_n) \subseteq D$, forming a logical pipeline, along with a set of control modules controlling them $c = \{c_0, c_1, \ldots c_m\} \subseteq C$. The DMs are connected by a high speed interconnection network, which is capable of transferring data between the modules subject to the configuration $C_t$. Each type of ALTP requires a particular configuration of the pipeline, e.g. ALTP-OT induces a configuration $C_{OT}$ of the pipeline. Note that while this model allows for reordering of the DMs, a fixed sequence pipeline may be sufficient in most implementations.

Examples of data modules include the network receive and transmit interfaces, CMM interface, parallel/serial conversion, data format conversion (including generic network standards), encryption/decryption, and video widow coordinate translation. Control modules include rate control, checksum generate/compare, CMM address generate, header generate/decode, and packet presence timers and retransmission logic. The CMP implementation is discussed in more detail in [St90] §6, particularly with respect to the supporting ALTP-OT.

4. Focus of Proposed Research

Previous sections have motivated the need for delivering high bandwidth communications directly to applications that require the transfer of large objects with low latency. The Axon pipelined
communications model was introduced (§2.3) as an end-to-end data path allowing applications to utilise VHSI bandwidth. The Axon host communications architecture was proposed (§3) to meet the requirements of this model, and to provide the framework for high performance IPC using various paradigms.

This section provides the focus for continued research, by returning to the end-to-end pipeline, and identifying the research issues of concern, centered around data transport at gigabit data rates, with scope appropriate for the proposed dissertation. The thrust of this research will be to explore the architectural requirements and performance tradeoffs in support of this end-to-end pipeline, starting at 1 Gbps, and scaling toward 1 Tbps. First, the main problems to be pursued will be stated. Then, a more formal statement will be made, indicating parameters of interest and tradeoffs to be investigated in their resolution. Finally, a plan of action for the continuation of this research will be indicated, describing the design, specification, simulation, and evaluation activities, along with the type of results expected.

4.1. Research questions and issues

The research questions to be pursued within the scope of this dissertation will be presented, with a high level introduction to each one. Note that there are a large number of other interesting problems that arise from the proposed Axon model and architecture (such as in the area of object coherency and storage management), but these are left outside the scope of this thesis. At this level each question will be posed, with a brief indication of why it is important to solve. The first three of these will receive the greatest emphasis in the proposed research.

Critical path: It is clear that to sustain data rates above 1 Gbps, the critical path function will have to be implemented in hardware. This includes the data path and routine control functions necessary to keep the data path moving at the required rates. An important question is then: What are the critical and non-critical path functions to allow end-to-end pipelined communications at 1 Gbps, and how do these scale with higher data rates? Note that some function, such as the data path from network to memory is clearly part of the critical path, as are some control functions that govern routine packet processing, such as the rate control logic. Other control functions may or may not need to be part of the critical path, depending on the data rate, and time–space complexity tradeoffs (discussed later). Examples of functions that may or may not be completely in the critical path are packet retransmission timers and host–network object mapping. Parallelism in the data path can be used to provide a speed advantage, allowing higher data rates for a given CMP processing rate. In addition, pipeline delay can be used to allow control functions the necessary time to operate at high data rates. A time–space complexity analysis will indicate which functions should reside in the critical path.

There are two possibilities for the implementation of non-critical path functions. The first is implementation in host software. In some cases, however, it may make sense to have a microprocessor assist to the CMP, which will allow a performance level greater than that of host software, and without impacting the normal program flow on the host. This CMP assist processor (CAP) may be useful for functions involving control between the CMP and host CPU.

Host–network interface control: The main path between the CMP and host system is via the serial data port of the CMM, which is primarily used for data transfer. It is necessary, however to pass control information as well, e.g. for host–network object mapping (discussed below), ALTP–OT operation initiation, real storage allocation for incoming objects, etc. The question is: What is the best way to handle the transfer of control and synchronisation between the CMP and host CPU (and operating system)? Additionally, if a CAP (CMP assist processor) is
used, it will be involved in, and may actually be primarily responsible for the CMP's control communication with the host.

**Object mapping:** Network data objects are packets and super-packets; host data objects are words, swords (interleaved memory data path width), cache lines, pages, segments, and segment groups. The resulting question is: How is the mapping between network and host data objects handled? Since page-level objects are used for storage management, it is the packet-to-page mapping that is of greatest concern (as well as the super-packet-to-segment mapping). In the ideal case, the packet size equals the page size. This allows the placement of packets directly into the target page location, and a packet arrival corresponds to a page fault recovery. It is likely, however, based on current experience with host page sizes and network packet sizes, that packets will be smaller than pages. In considering heterogeneous systems that may have differing page sizes, communicating across a VHSI constructed of subnetworks with differing packet sizes, it becomes essential to consider how to manage the arrival, presence, and movement of smaller network data objects that are mapped within larger host objects. This mapping must, in part, be within the critical path, since it is part of routine packet handling.

**Latency:** As network bandwidth and processor performance increase, the speed-of-light latency becomes an increasingly serious problem. The total end-to-end delay of an object transmission consists of several components: the speed-of-light latency, the queuing delay due to VHSI subnetwork switching, the pipeline delay at the transmitting and receiving host/CMP, and finally the delay involved in receiving the entire object at the prevailing data rate. All but the first of these latency components will be reduced by the Axon and VHSI architectures. Unfortunately, there is no reasonable expectation to scale the speed-of-light downward, and it will thus increasingly dominate as other delay components scale. One solution is to prefetch objects before their reference. This is not accomplished without difficulty and cost. The question is then: How to best deal with the increasing dominance of the speed-of-light latency, and to either prefetch earlier or with larger granularity, based on application behavior and locality sets?

Note that by using the segment as the granularity of object transfer, rather than pages, a certain amount of prefetching at the page level is automatically done, which helps reduce the impact of this problem.

**Error control:** A number of error control strategies are possible, in particular governing the manner in which retransmission requests are made. The Axon architecture allows application-oriented selective retransmission of error or lost packets, which gives considerable flexibility in retransmission strategy. There are, however, a number of alternatives that can be considered to optimise the retransmission policy:

- **location** of retransmission request timers (Axon uses the receiving end since it is best able to estimate when packets should arrive [Cil87a])
- **granularity** of retransmission and timer values: selective packet requests can be accumulated to packet (PKT), page/scanline (PGE), segment/frame (SEG), or segment-group/image (GRP) quantities, allowing multiple packets to be retransmitted in a single operation
- **fetch policy** determines whether packets are always requested for retransmission (anticipatory – AR), or only if a page is referenced that contains them (demand – DR)
- **preemption** of the primary data stream by the packet retransmissions (PR), or non-preemptive (NP), since error control is in band

An important issue is to determine the appropriate selection of retransmission policies from this space of sub-options, as various application and network performance parameters vary,
and based on other Axon architectural decisions. Related to this is how to determine the timer values and mechanisms to trigger retransmission. Note that this policy selection interacts with the issues previously described. The retransmission policies are described in [StPa89c] §4.

4.2. Investigation of problems

This section looks at each of the research questions described in the previous section in a somewhat more formal manner, indicating some of the tradeoffs and parameters of interest that will be investigated as part of this research. These formal statements will be developed and incorporated in the simulation models (§4.3) and analysis, to evaluate associated tradeoffs and find optimal operating points.

Critical path: The determination of what control function should be implemented as part of the critical path involves a time-space complexity tradeoff.

Time complexity: The impact on time complexity of a control function is the time taken for a hardware implementation (in clock cycles), vs. the time taken for a software implementation (in host/CAP instruction cycles).

For the host, the time that control function $C_i$ takes to complete $t_i$ is based on the instruction cycle $t$ and the number of instructions to execute $m_i$, as well as any extra overhead $m_i'$ in terms of context switches, system calls, etc., thus: $t_i = (m_i + m_i')t$. For simplicity, CAP implementation is not considered in this discussion.

For the CMP, define the minor cycle $\tau$ to be the inverse of the serial data rate on VH1 communications links, (e.g. for 1 Gbps, $\tau=1$ ns). Define the CMP major cycle $\tau_w$ as the clock cycle internal to the CMP within the parallel data path $w$ bits wide, (e.g. for 1 Gbps and octet-wide data paths, $\tau_w=8$ ns). By allowing $n_i$ stages of pipeline delay for a particular control function $C_i$ to take place, the time it takes to complete is then $\tau_i = n_i\tau_w$. Thus, define a metric for critical path time savings: $CP_i = t_i - \tau_i$.

Note that by implementing a control function in the critical path, there may be an associated cost, in increasing the latency through the CMP by increasing the number of pipeline stages by $\Delta n_i$, i.e. the object transmission latency for all objects would increase by $\tau_w\Delta n_i$.

Space complexity: For the host, space complexity consists of memory used for software implementation of the function. This will be ignored for this discussion, since a given operation is a sufficiently small fraction of total host or CAP memory.

For the CMP, space complexity has two measures: chip area and off-chip interconnect lines.

Define $a_i$ as the area [m²] required to implement $C_i$. Control functions can be classified by their complexity sensitivity to other parameters: [1] Fixed-cost control functions utilize a fixed area, relatively independent of other parameters (an example of this is the rate control logic). [2] Datapath-width sensitive control functions have an area that is a function of the data path width of the CMP: $a_i = f(w)$, and thus constrain the possible speedup of the CMP by greater parallelism, in the same manner that total available chip area limits the possible datapath width (an example of this is the checksum logic). Note that $a_i$ need not be linear in $w$. [3] State-sensitive control functions are those that utilize on-chip memory in maintaining state. (An example is the packet presence function, if implemented using a memory array of presence bits, which can be estimated by $a_i \backepsilon f(\|c\|\|q\|\|\bar{p}\|\|\pi\|)$, where $\|c\|$ is the expected number of concurrent connections, $\|q\|$ is the expected number of outstanding requests, $\|\bar{p}\|$ is the average number of segments being transported per request, $\|\pi\|$ is the average segment size in pages, $\|p\|$ is the page size in bits, and $\|\pi\|$ is the packet size in bits.) The constraint to be met is that the sum of all the control and datapath functions implemented on the CMP must not
exceed the available area for a given process technology: \( \sum_i a_i \leq a_{\text{CMP}} \). It will be assumed that a complementary logic family will be used so that power dissipation is not the dominant constraint.

The other space complexity measure is the number of off-chip interconnect lines (pinout using conventional packaging techniques). Define \( l_i \) as the number of off-chip interconnect lines needed to implement control function \( C_i \) on the CMP. Thus, \( l_i \) is constrained by the threshold of available interconnect on a chip using a given packaging technology: \( \sum_i l_i \leq l_{\text{CMP}} \).

Thus, in determining if a function should be in the critical path, the tradeoff is in time saving \( CP_T \) vs. acceptable chip complexity \((a_i, l_i)\). Particularly as data rates scale upward, the decision can be made determining which functions should be included into the critical path.

Object mapping: This mapping must be part of the critical path, since it is part of routine packet handling, either explicitly or implicitly. The CMP will place packets directly into the proper locations of the target page. In the explicit case, the CMP critical path records packet arrivals, and determines page presence when all of the page's packets have arrived. One option is for the CMP to have a packet presence bit array \( \mu \), with a bit for each packet of each page of each segment of each group of each request of each active connection. Thus the size of the array required is \( |\mu| = |c||q||P||S|/|\tau| \), as indicated above. This scheme is simple, particularly in the random addressability of packets, but requires significant memory. Another possibility is to structure queues that are tagged by connection and request id \((c, q)\), and contain the packet number \( \pi_{P,i,q} \) only for missing packets of pages that are not yet fully present. When the entire page has arrived (initially or after retransmission), it is marked present in the PDT, and the CMP memory is freed. Note that both explicit mappings allow the CMP to request retransmission of missing or corrupted packets based on the best retransmission policy, e.g. whenever the timers fire for each packet.

In the implicit case, when packets arrive, packet presence bits are set in the corresponding host PDT (page descriptor table) entry. When the host page faults, the packet presence vector is examined to determine if the whole page is present. Note that while relieving the CMP of a certain amount of complexity (especially memory for the packet presence bit vectors), this restricts the ability to request missing or corrupted packets to page fault events, rather than based on CMP timers. An alternative implicit scheme uses additional structure in the CMM to tag packet chunks of memory with presence bits, which are used by the host (or CAP) to set PDT presence bits.

Latency: For the speed-of-light latency problem, define the total end-to-end transmission delay of an object \( o \) by \( D_o = d_s + d_q + d_x + d_r + d_o \), with components: the speed-of-light latency \( d_s = g/c_f \) \((g = \text{distance, } c_f = \text{velocity of light in fiber})\), the queuing delay due to VHSI subnetwork switching \( d_q \), the pipeline delay at the transmitting and receiving CMM/CMP \( d_x + d_r = (n_x + n_r)\tau_w \), and finally the delay involved in receiving the entire object at the prevailing data rate \( d_o = |o|/\tau \). The goal is to minimise \( D_o \). As indicated in the previous section, it is the responsibility of the VHSI to minimise \( d_q \), and the Axon architecture to minimise \( d_s + d_r \). As these scale downward, (with \( t \) and \( \tau \)), \( d_s \) dominates \( d_x, d_r, d_q \). Also note that if \(|o|\) scales up with application demands and host CPU power and memory size, \( d_o \) may remain a significant part of the latency.

The time a program must wait to use an object for the first time is dependent on the total delay \( D_s \), and how far in advance prefetching occurs \( t_o \), i.e. \( \min(D_o, D_s - t_o) \). Ideally \( t_o \) can be increased, so that the latency \( D_o \) is not significant, but this of course has a number of costs: Segment and segment group transfers utilise program structure and data structure locality, but may prefetch data not in the programs current locality set, e.g. if an entire segment is placed in real store, the induced working set of pages \( P \) may be much greater than the actual locality set \( P_L \), resulting in extremely inefficient use of real store \((P - P_L \text{ wasted})\). If
an object must be exclusively used, and therefore be locked, processes waiting for the lock remain blocked for longer periods as the prefetching time and granularity increase. Finally, while some applications may be able to predict address reference traces $\rho$, it is unreasonable to expect this in the general case. This means that “fine-tuning” $t_0$ to optimally match $D_o$ seems to be a difficult goal.

Note that the range of latencies can be partitioned into three regions, based on the geographic diameter $g$ [km] of the network. This results in differing magnitudes of $d_c$ (and also to some extent $d_e$). Assuming fiber optic transmission technology, there is $d_{\text{LAN}} \leq 10\mu s$ for local area networks ($g \leq 2$), $10\mu s \leq d_{\text{MAN}} \leq 500\mu s$ for metropolitan area networks ($2 < g \leq 100$), and $500\mu s \leq d_{\text{WAN}} \leq 100ms$ for wide area networks and internetworks ($100 < g \leq 20 \times 10^3$). Clearly, the latency problem is worst for long haul networks, but it will be useful to evaluate the latency tradeoffs in the context of the three classes of networks. For example, it may make sense to page across a LAN, but not across the VHSI, where segments are a better granularity of object transfer.

**Error control:** The optimal choice of retransmission strategy is sensitive to a number of parameters, with each of the three policy sub-options (granularity, preemption, fetch policy), having a somewhat differing dependency. The parameters of interest are defined as:

- $\rho$ the program address reference trace $\rho = (\rho_0, \rho_1, \ldots, \rho_{i-1}, \rho_i)$, $\rho_i \in V$
- $\pi_e$ the event of a lost packet as random variable
- $D_e$ the end-to-end delay waiting for a retransmitted packet
- $|o|$ the object size in transit (if NP - non-preemptive)
- $n_o$ the number of retransmission requests ($o$ granularity)

The policy that minimises $D_o$ is PKT-ARPE (packet granularity with anticipatory preemptive retransmission). The policy that minimises overhead (in terms of $n_o$ and CMP processing) is GRP-NP (seg group granularity with non-preemptive retransmission; the relative efficiency of demand vs. anticipatory retransmission is dependent on $\rho$). Thus, there is a tradeoff between delay and efficiency. Other factors affect the policy choice. The object latency component to receive a packet $d_e = |\pi|\tau$ will be much smaller than $d_c + d_q$ for WANS. Since the page is the unit of reference at the host, and $d_e \approx d_p \ll d_c$, it may make sense to use at least PGE granularity. In addition, if implicit host PDT mapping is being used, it is at page reference time that missing packets will be discovered, and the minimum useful granularity is PGE.

Identify a particular packet as $\pi_i p_j s_k$. The timer for this packet expires after [SiPa89c]:

$$\delta_{\pi_i p_j s_k} = \pi_e + 2(d_o + d_c + d_q + d_r) + \pi|\pi| + \sum_{i=1}^{k-1} \pi|\pi|$$

where $\pi_e$ is the time to fetch a packet at the remote end, the delay components $d$ are as used above, and the expression in brackets corresponds to the packet number. Note that the purpose of the timers depends on the fetch policy in use. For AR the timer value indicates when a packet retransmission request should be made, and for DR the timer indicates how long to wait before a referenced packet is assumed to be missing, and thus retransmitted.

Some combination schemes will be worth investigating, e.g. PGE-DRPE/SEG-ARNP. This policy uses a page granularity, requesting preemptive retransmission of any page referenced (i.e. page fault). Otherwise, the primary data stream is allowed to complete before all other error packets are retransmitted. This would provide a compromise between the desire to maximise efficiency (by accumulating requests for the entire segment), vs. minimising the time for a page to obtain all of its packets on reference. This policy may be superior to either a pure NP or PE scheme.
4.3. Plan of action and current status:

To deal with the limitations of the current communications model, and to satisfy the requirement of the Axon pipelined communications model, the components of the Axon architecture have been identified, along with the research questions to be pursued within the scope of this dissertation. The purpose of this section is to state the scope of the dissertation, report on the current status, and suggest a plan of action for continued research.

The scope of this research involves a number of activities, which can roughly be categorised as design and specification, or as simulation and evaluation of research issues. The main emphasis so far has been on the design and specification activities, which have been necessary to determine how the simulation and evaluation activities should proceed, and to narrow the scope from an extremely large range of potential issues.

The design and specification activities are:

- **Host architecture**: Suitable configurations of host architecture are identified, to provide direct vHISI access to host memory. The HIA (interface interconnect architecture) and MIA (memory interface architecture) configurations are defined. This work is described in [St90]. This dissertation will use MIA for the exploration of research issues.

- **NVS design**: A segmented paged virtual storage system is extended to include segments located throughout the vHISI. Data structures are added for symbolic host name binding, and extended to allow non-local segments to be handled, as well as to allow distributed n-way IPC. Link and segment fault resolution procedures are extended, especially for remote segment faults. Additionally, the impact on storage management policies and working/locality set considerations is defined. The replacement policy is reconsidered, in the light of locality sets with remote pages, and working sets with remote segments. A remote placement policy and space of sub-options is defined. This work is described in [StPa89b].

- **ALTP-OT design and specification**: The requirements for a transport protocol to operate in the vHISI environment, in response to the deficiencies of current and proposed protocols, are identified (as first outlined in [BhSt88]). The rate and error control strategies appropriate for object transfer are specified, along with detailed strategies for packet retransmission and timers. The ALTP-OT operations are specified, in terms of interface to higher levels, and operational description. Key operations are specified in detail, in the form of state machines and procedural description. This work is described in [StPa88c]; and the detailed specification of many of the ALTP-OT operations remains to be done.

- **CMP/CMM design**: A generic, high level reconfigurable pipeline model for the CMP is described. Appropriate DMS (datapath modules) and CMS (control modules) to implement ALTP-OT that are clearly part of the critical path are identified. The first estimation of other candidate critical path CMSs are also identified. Potential bottlenecks for 1 Gbps operation are identified (such as for packet presence and retransmission timers) that will be explored in particular. CAP implementation of some of this function will be considered. This work is currently in progress, and described in summarised in [St90]. A CMP and CMM based on these blocks is being designed.

A high level simulation model is constructed to evaluate the research issues and confirm the validity of the Axon design decisions, and is presented in Figure 9. This model consists of five major sub-models, whose relationships are indicated in the figure by directed arcs between the sub-models. External parameters and policy choices are indicated by arcs into the sub-model blocks. The five sub-models are briefly summarised as follows:
Application behavior: Application behavior may be modeled in two ways: A generic program behavior can be used and extended to model applications using NVS. For example, using the hierarchical BLI (bounded locality interval) model [Ma75, Ma82], non-local segments can be included. A model for determining the distribution of non-local segments can be constructed. It is likely that some form of topological locality will be a useful concept, and this may correspond to the top level BLI in some manner. Alternatively, specific models of program behavior corresponding to one of the target VHSl applications (such as scientific visualisation and remote image access) can be constructed, (referred to as parametric benchmarks in Fig. 9). The simulation will use one or both of these methods.

NVS: The simulation will incorporate the functional behavior of NVS, in particular link, segment, and page fault resolution, as well as the use of a TLB for address mapping. An extended queueing model has been constructed to model NVS behavior [St88d].

ALTP-OT: A partial implementation of ALTP-OT will be made for demonstration purposes, and for use in the simulation of research issues, tradeoffs, and policy decisions. This will specifically include the object transport operations for representative calls, such as for get-segment and get-stream, as well as the appropriate error control strategies. An extended queueing model has also been constructed to model ALTP-OT and the VHSl [St88d].

CMP/CMM: A high level functional simulation of the CMP and CMM will be constructed to model their behavior. By altering the CM content of the CMP, along with their chip complexity analysis, the appropriate critical/non-critical path choices can be made, as the data rate scales upward. If a CAP is determined to be desirable, it will be included in the simulation.
• **VHSI/MCHIP**: A behavioral model of the VHSI will be constructed, consisting primarily of the latency \(d\) and packet loss \(e\) random variables. The behavior of MCHIP will be specified for connection/congran management and rate control.

These simulations, implementation, and models will be used to explore the research questions described in the last section (§4.2). The questions will be further formulated, in terms of detailed optimisation problems and tradeoff evaluations. The simulations will be used to evaluate the proper parameter operational ranges and policy choices. When possible this will consist of optimal choices. When tradeoffs are involved, reasonable operating ranges of parameters and policies can be determined from the appropriate plots. Additionally, it is expected that further important issues will arise as this research proceeds.

4.4. Expected contribution of dissertation

The goals of this research are to design an architecture capable of supporting an end-to-end pipeline between applications, at data rates above 1 Gbps, and to understand what the constraints and bottlenecks are as the data rate scales upward. The types of solutions expected from this research are:

• Demonstration of viable Axon design (functional, performance) from the design specifications, implementations, and overall simulations. This provides for the proof of concept.

• Determination of function that is part of the critical path, as data rates scale above 1 Gbps, based on the time-space complexity analysis. Justification for VLSI implementation, in terms of overall chip complexity, particularly memory space requirements and off-chip interconnect.

• Specific solutions for the network-host object mapping, determination of components to be included in the critical path, os interaction, and determination of whether implicit or explicit mapping is better.

• Understanding of relationship between latency and memory requirements in terms of locality and working sets, based on latency (especially LAN/MAN/WAN), processor performance, and network bandwidth, with respect to the incorporation of function in the critical path.

5. Related Work

This section describes background and related projects and research efforts. Motivation for the proposed research has been given in Section 2, and is also indicated, for example, in [RaLa87, Ki88, Le88].

5.1. Network virtual storage

A segmented, paged virtual store was first implemented by Multics [Be72, Or72, MaDo74] on a GE-645 and the IBM 360/67 [IBM72] running TSS/360 [Co65, Le65, Ib78a]. The Multics line continued on the HIS 645, 6180, DPS-60/68, DPS-8/M, but has now been terminated. Modern systems that owe significant heritage to Multics include the Cdc Cyber 800 nos/ve [Cdc84a, Cdc84b, Cdc84c] and Prime 50 Primos [AuLa83a, AuLa83b]. Segmented virtual store was not used by other operating systems in the IBM System/360 and 370 family, until the addition of features provided by ESA/370 [Pi89, ScGa89, Ib88a, Ib88b] under MVS/ESA.
Additionally, systems that provide a segmented paged virtual store include the IBM AS/400 [IBM86c] and System/38 CPF [IBM86b, IBM85a, IBM78b], AT&T 3B series [HeKu83, ATT86a, ATT86b], Intel iAPX432 [In81, In83a, In83b, Or83] 80386 [In86b, In87] i486 [In89] and 80960 [In88], and Motorola 68030 [Mo87].

For quite some time, there has been an ongoing discussion in the research community about the relative advantages of the shared memory and I/O models of IPC. Though this discussion has not been conclusive in favor of either approach, it is clear that the application program semantics should use the communications model most appropriate for its function [AnSc88, Re82], and for a large class of problems, the shared memory model provides a natural paradigm [Fi87]. These include certain IPC and RPC (remote procedure call) problems, as well as process, procedure, and file servers, and some types of distributed database access.

Advantages typically associated with the shared memory model are the close mapping of the primitives to computer hardware, and the idea that the reading and writing of shared variables is fundamentally primitive [FiFr84, LyFi81], to be used as a base for other programming paradigms. Additionally the shared memory paradigm provides the best abstraction for handling shared state in distributed systems [Ch86a], allowing distributed systems to be more easily constructed, understood, and proved correct [AlGo89].

It is interesting to note that arguments for the duality of the two models have been made [LaNe78], which indicate that a relatively simple transformation can be made between the program primitives of the two models. But more recently, it has been shown that the duality arguments can only be applied to indicate that an underlying structure can support either model [Re82]. Problems which are naturally suited to the shared memory paradigm can be somewhat difficult to map onto an I/O based physical implementation. On the other hand, problems that are naturally formulated as message passing can easily use shared memory, by reading and writing to mailboxes [AlGo89]. Additionally, in the cases where read-only or execute-only access is required, explicit program synchronisation is unnecessary using the shared memory paradigm, but would be required under the I/O paradigm (due to the necessity to deal with message transmission).

Early work in the research community on IPC and the design of distributed systems was done in the context of tightly coupled multiprocessor systems, as opposed to loosely coupled systems situated across local and wide area networks. There were only a few exceptions to this trend, including DCS [Fa88, Fa75, Fa74, FaFe73, FaHe70], which is one of the first distributed systems to have implemented IPC for processes communicating across a local area network. Other early work included an implementation on a Newhall ring [MaPe75], which provided for a shared memory transfer of segments around the ring, and considered the value of a CMP implementing critical path protocol function. Note that both of these designs involved local area networks.

Berkeley UNIX successfully demonstrated that the IPC mechanisms can be interfaced to communication protocols, with the result that IPC can be done across any network. Berkeley UNIX IPC [Se86, LeFa88] is strictly based on the I/O paradigm, and does not significantly address performance issues. However, this effort has spurred a lot of interest among the research community to improve IPC over the communication networks in a number of ways. Some of these activities have resulted in systems such as Amoeba, Accent, and V. Most of these efforts are derived from UNIX in some sense, and use its I/O paradigm for IPC. Also, the I/O paradigm interfaces well with the existing protocols, and requires little change to host architecture and the underlying mechanisms of an existing operating system. Some of these improvements can summarised as follows:

Amoeba [ReSt88, ReTa87, TaMu86, MuTa85] is based on client workstations and server nodes, with a primary design goal of high performance, achieved in part with simple communications protocols and contiguous disk file allocation. It is interesting to note that the high performance in this context has meant ability to cope with some fraction of the rather modest maximum bandwidth of existing local area networks.
Accent [FilRa86, Ra86, RaRo81] uses copy-on-write semantics to avoid the copying of large data objects. This is more reasonable in a local environment than in a high-bandwidth internet, since a process must block to receive a copy of a small data object that has been modified. Its successor, Mach [RaTe88, YoTe87, Ra86] is designed to be more UNIX compatible. It is designed to be portable, at the expense of performance, and the virtual storage management is highly decoupled from the hardware architecture.

The extension of IPC across wide area networks is manifest in the evolution of proprietary mainframe network architectures, such as SNA and BNA. In these systems, the I/O mechanisms are also used. In BNA [Bu81, Un87b], programs communicate by standard file I/O to special port files. In SNA [GrHa83, IBM85c, IBM81, IBM83], programs communicate with one another as logical units (LU type 6), but a message based paradigm is used. In both cases, the underlying communication passes through I/O subsystem software, I/O processors (or channels), and communications front end processors.

There has been some research on exploring the shared memory paradigm for IPC over the network, exemplified by Memnet and LOCUS. LOCUS [PoWa85, WaPo83, PoWa81] is a UNIX variant, based on a distributed file system. Implementation problems were incurred in the original version of LOCUS, due to the use of a message based model, rather than shared memory [PoWa85]. To improve LOCUS IPC, UNIX System V communication primitives [Ba86] have been added, specifically, messages, semaphores, and shared-memory [Fi86]. Due to the difficulty of distributing the System V shared memory mechanisms (which are not reliant on hardware segmentation), this function was restricted to use on a single CPU. Current work [Fi87] is extending this support to provide a distributed shared memory to LOCUS.

In the case of Memnet [De88, DeSe88, DeFa85], processes communicate across a ring local network by reading and writing into shared memory. Memnet's emphasis has been on studying caching algorithms and their hardware implementations, to reduce the network traffic, and to avoid network latency for remote memory accesses. However, Memnet assumes a perfect communication medium with no errors, and does not allow virtual storage. Thus, the Memnet effort suggests viability of the basic idea, that is, the shared memory model can be used for IPC across the network. However, there are a number of research questions about the suitability of this model that need to be addressed. The purpose of this dissertation is to take this model a few steps further by including support for virtual storage, and providing mechanisms so that the shared memory model can work in a real wide-area internetwork with errors, congestion, and longer latencies. This involves evaluation of a number of tradeoffs in the areas of virtual storage management, and protocol design and implementation. The CapNet project [TaFa89] is also extending the Memnet work in similar directions, but with somewhat different emphasis. The Apollo DOMAIN [LeLe83, Ap85, Ap87] system also provides a shared memory interface on a LAN ring.

There are also other research groups that are starting to explore use of shared memory for IPC across network, including current work on Ivy, Mermaid, Shiva, Ra, and the Tapestry project [CaRe88, CaRu88]. The Ivy [Li86], Mermaid [LiSt88], and Shiva [LiSc89] research explores a shared virtual memory, with particular emphasis on providing page level coherency, and accommodating heterogeneous systems. Unlike Axon, the granularity of object transfer is the page, rather than the segment. The Ra [AuHu87] kernel project for the Clouds distributed system includes an investigation of distributed shared memory (DSM). This consists of exploring alternative address translation schemes and memory management hardware [RaKh88b], with particular emphasis on the object orientation of the system [RaKh88a].
5.2. Transport protocols

Currently, most transport protocols in wide use [MePe82] (such as TCP [Co88, St88a, RFC793], and the transport levels of X.25 [St87], SNA [Cy78, MaCh87, IBM85b, IBM85c], BNA [Un87a, Bu81], DCA [Un88, Sp81], etc.) are designed to be general purpose, and are therefore not optimised to different classes of applications requiring high performance. These protocols are sufficiently complex that their implementation must reside largely in the software of the host system and front end communications processor. They are also not specified to allow the separation of critical functions to be optimally implemented in hardware. The classical layering mechanisms (exemplified in the extreme by the ISO-OSI model), result in significant penalties if layer boundaries are strictly adhered to. The layered model also frequently results in a number of functions (such as error and flow control) replicated at multiple layers, when much functionality could be moved to the ends of the connection [LeLe83, SaRe84, PoWa81]

TCP has been the most popular and successful transport protocol in the current DOD Internet, and there have been constant efforts to make it better [Ja88, KaPa87, Zh86]. Although these efforts have significantly improved TCP performance, the fundamental changes dictated by the VHSI environment indicate that assumptions about the communications substrate made by TCP are becoming increasingly outdated. This justifies the consideration of completely new transport protocols.

Several other protocols have been proposed for use in higher performance versions of the DOD Internet. These include VMTP [Ch86b, Ch88a] and NETBLT [C187b, C187b]. VMTP is designed as a general purpose transport protocol, with emphasis on RPC (remote procedure call) and page level file access. Significant aspects of VMTP design applicable to this research include the packet grouping and selective retransmission based on bit vectors. NETBLT is a protocol designed for transport of large blocks of data with high throughput. The most significant aspect of NETBLT design applicable to this work is the decoupling of error and flow control. In addition it is based on a simple rate-based flow control mechanism, with selective retransmission determined by timers at the receiving end of a transmission. Both of these protocols group packets to increase efficiency of transport.

Another approach to the performance problem is to implement existing transport protocol mechanisms in hardware. This is manifest in the work on the express transport protocol (XTP) and the protocol engine (PE) [Ch86c, Ch88b, Ch88c]. While the goals for XTP are similar to those for ALTTPs in VHSI, there are also some significant differences. The XTP approach is to take the existing protocols mechanisms, streamline the packet format for pipeline processing, and implement each step in the pipeline using a customised VLSI processor.

In summary, NETBLT, VMTP, and XTP have contributed a number of interesting ideas to the design of transport protocols, and they do improve upon TCP within the current DOD internet for the applications they were originally designed for. However, we believe that these protocols are not appropriate solutions for the VHSI model, because the underlying assumptions and trade-offs that these protocols are based on are very different in the VHSI model. Specifically, these assumptions include the quasi-reliability provided by an underlying connection-oriented internet protocol (MCHIP) [Pa89, MaPa89], and data rates that are several orders of magnitude greater than these proposed protocols assume. We argue that the transport protocols in the VHSI model should avoid end-to-end flow control as much as possible, and make the end-to-end error control application specific and independent of the end-to-end latency. In general, the transport protocols should be simpler, designed to be mostly implemented in VLSI, well integrated with the host architecture and operating system, and targeted for a specific class of applications. More detail concerning the incompatibility of these protocols extended to the VHSI environment, and the justification of ALTTPs has been discussed in [BlSt88].
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